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I I Executive Summary 
The City of Chicago Office of Inspector General (GIG) conducted an audit of the Chicago 
Department of Public Health's (CDPH) enforcement of the City's construction and demolition (C&D) 
debris recycling ordinance. CDPH is responsible for ensuring that contractors who work on 
construction and demolition projects recycle at least 50% of C&D debris generated, as required by 
the Municipal Code of Chicago (MCC). Contractors must demonstrate compliance with the 
ordinance within 30 days of project completion and may be subject to fines if they do not meet the 
50% requirement or if they fail to demonstrate compliance within the 30-day window. Furthermore, 
CDPH may coordinate with the Department of Buildings (DOB) to withhold permits or certificates of 
occupancy. In addition, the MCC requires that a construction/demolition debris management fund 
"be utilized for the regulation of construction or demolition debris."^ Such utilization includes 
"enforcement against illegal dumping of construction and demolition debris and oversight of 
recycling of concrete debris." 

The objectives of the audit were to determine, first, whether CDPH engages in oversight activities— 
such as reviewing contractor recycler affidavits or sending enforcement letters—to ensure 
compliance with the City's C&D debris recycling requirements, and, second, whether the City uses 
the construction/demolition debris management fund in the manner required by the MCC. 

AI Conclusion 
OIG concluded that CDPH does not ensure that contractors comply with C&D debris recycling 
requirements. CDPH cannot determine the extent of contractors' compliance or identify contractors 
who do not follow the requirements. Nor can CDPH calculate the C&D debris recycling rate for 
inclusion in the Citywide diversion rate.^ Additionally, the City does not meet the MCC requirements 
related to expenditures from the construction/demolition debris management fund. The City, 
therefore, cannot determine whether it used the $1,192,550.21 collected between January 1, 
2017, and July 1, 2021, in a manner that complies with the MCC. 

B I Findings 
OIG found that CDPH does not regularly engage in oversight activities—such as reviewing 
contractor recycler affidavits beyond a cursory review that ensures the recycler affidavits total 
correctly, or sending enforcement letters—to ensure that contractors comply with C&D debris 
recycling requirements. CDPH cannot identify the population of C&D projects subject to the MCC 
and has not engaged in enforcement since late 2018. 

In addition, the City has not created the construction/demolition debris management fund which is 
required by the MCC, and therefore cannot determine whether the $1,192,550.21 collected 
between January 1, 2017, and July 1, 2021, has been used to support regulation of C&D debris as 
mandated. Contrary to applicable law, the City deposited fees collected during this period into the 
corporate fund—its general operating fund—rather than a construction/demolition debris 
management fund. 

' City of Chicago, Municipal Code § 11 -4-1962. 
- A diversion rate is the percentage of waste generated that is diverted from landfills by recycling, reuse, composting, and 
other diversion means. 
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Recommendations 
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GIG recommends that CDPH work with DOB to develop a process to identify the population of 
projects subject to the MCC's C&D debris recycling requirements. CDPH should document and 
implement procedures to ensure that oontractors submit the required compliance documentation 
within 30 days of project completion. The Department should also document and implement 
standardized procedures to review the documentation and ensure that each contractor recycles at 
least 50% of C&D debris, as required. CDPH should develop and implement both enforcement 
procedures and a method to incorporate the C&D debris diversion rates into the Citywide diversion 
rate. CDPH should also implement a process to periodically train contractors on the MCC 
requirements and collaborate with the chief sustainability officer to develop procedures that 
incentivize or further require material reuse. Finally, CDPH should work with the relevant 
departments to create the required dedicated construction/demolition debris management fund, 
and ensure both that C&D debris fees are deposited there and that, as required by applicable law, 
the fund is used to regulate C&D debris. Such regulation, according to the MCC, would include 
"monitoring, planning, inspecting, providing technical assistance, and enforcing rules, regulations 
and ordinances with respect to [...] construction/demolition debris." It would also include the 
oversight of concrete debris recycling and enforcement against Illegal dumping of debris. 

D I CDPH Response 
In response to our audit findings and recommendations, CDPH stated that it will work with DOB and 
the Department of Assets, Information and Services (AIS) to identify the population of projects 
subject to the MCC's C&D debris recycling requirements. It reported that DOB's permitting 
management system no longer contains information needed to identify such projects, but doing so 
should be possible after a system update planned for 2026. CDPH reported that, in the interim, it 
will purchase a web-based solution to facilitate its identifying such projects based on contractors' 
responses to an online questionnaire. CDPH intends for this system to 

• ensure contractors submit required documentation within 30 days of completing the project; 
• automatically flag contractors that self-report noncompliance with the 50% recycling 

requirement; and 
• calculate diversion rates. 

CDPH will also work with the vendor of the web-based solution to develop and conduct online 
training tutorials. CDPH estimates that this new system will be available in December 2024. In 
addition, CDPH will work with the City's chief sustainability officer to explore procedures to 
incentivize recycling and reuse of materials and require the deconstruction of buildings. 

Finally, CDPH, in collaboration with other City departments, will develop and implement procedures 
to use the required dedicated construction/demolition debris management fund. CDPH will use the 
fund to "support dedicat[ed] staffing and sustain the usage of a web-based waste management 
tracking software solution." 

The specific recommendations related to each finding, and QIC's response, are described in the 
"Findings and Recommendations" section of this report. 
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II I Background 
C&D debris is the material generated by construction, demolition, and 
renovation projects. C&D materials make up a large waste stream in the 
U.S. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) 
estimated that the U.S. generated 600 million tons of C&D debris in 
2018.^ As shown in Eigure 1, C&D debris includes a variety of both 
construction materials and materials from the surrounding landscape.'^ 

Source: U.S. EPA^ 
FIGURE i; Construction and demolition debris includes a wide variety of materials 

Types of C&D Debris Examples 
BuiltJing construction and demolition debris Concrete, wood, brick, gypsum (the main 

component of drywall), metals, glass, plastics, 
soil, and rock 

Road construction and demolition debris Asphalt, concrete, metals, soil, and rock 
Salvageable building components Doors, windows, and plumbing fixtures 

Source: U.S. EPA 

In July 2021, the City released the 2021 City of Chicago Waste Strategy, "a comprehensive waste 
and materials management plan that overhauls the City's waste system with the goal of decreasing 
waste disposal and associated negative environmental impacts; reducing costs and increasing 
efficiency; maximizing economic investment and workforce development opportunities; and 
addressing social and environmental justice inequities."® The Waste Strategy described C&D debris 
and recommended that the City assess C&D debris recycling compliance. 

The Waste Strategy estimated that, in 2020, the City generated about 4.13 million tons of waste, of 
which an estimated 1.05 million tons comprised C&D debris from building construction and 
demolition. Notably, this is less than the average of 1.3 to 1.4 million tons per year prior to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. As shown in Figure 2, the Waste Strategy estimated that C&D debris made 
up 25.5% of the City's waste stream in 2020."'' 

' U.S. EPA, "Advancing Sustainable Materials Management' 2018 Fact Sheet Assessing Trends in Materials Generation 
and Management in the United States," December 2020, 19, accessed May 26, 2023, httDS.//www.epa.oov/sites/default/ 
files/2021-01/documents/2018 ff fact sheet dec 2020 fnl 508.pdf. 
•"U.S. EPA, "Sustainable Management of Construction and Demolition Materials," accessed May 26, 2023, httos.// 
www.epa.QOv/smm/sustainable-manaQement-construction-and-deiTiolition-materials. 

U.S. EPA "Facts and Figures about Materials, Waste and Recycling," accessed May 26, 2023, https://www.epa.aov/ 
facts-and-fiaures-about-matGrials-waste-and-recvclinq/construction-and-demolition-debris-inaterial. 
® City of Chicago, "2021 Waste Strategy," accessed May 26, 2023, https://www chicaao.aov/citv/en/prons/env/2021-
waste-strateav html. 

The Waste Strategy estimated the amount of C&D debris because, as discussed below in Finding 1, CDPFI does not 
collect documentation of such waste, despite its being required to do so by ordinance. Moreover, this estimate does not 
include C&D debris from road construction and demolition projects, or salvageable building components. The Delta 
Institute. "City of Chicago Waste Strategy Existing Conditions' Waste in Chicago," July 2021,9- 10, accessed May 26, 
2023, hltps //www.chicaqo.ciov/content/dam/citv/oroqs/env/Chicaao-Waste-Strateav/Chicaqo-Waste-Strateav-Existing-
Conditions-Reporl-7.12.21 .pdf. 
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FIGURE 2: Construction and demolition debris accounts for more than a quarter of the total 
waste generated in Chicago 

Debris Collected from 
the Construction and 

Demolition of Buildings 

Waste Collected from 
Low-Density Residential 

Buildings 

2020 Total Waste: 
4,130,185 Tons 

Waste Collected from 
Institutional, Commercial, 
and Industrial Generators 

Waste Collected from 
High-Density Residential 

Buildings 

Source; City of Chicago Waste Strategy 

A I Benefits of C&D Debris Recycling 
C&D debris generally includes materials that can be recycled and, in some cases, serve as 
substitutes for new raw materials. For example, 

• asphalt, concrete, and rubble can be recycled into aggregate or new asphalt and concrete; 
• wood can be recycled for produots such as furniture, mulch, or compost; and 
• metals, such as steel, copper, and brass can be reused for a variety of purposes. 

The construction industry is the leading consumer of raw materials in the U.S.; in 2014, it 
accounted for about 75% of raw materials used." And, according to the 2019 Global Resources 
Outlook report from the United Nations Environment Programme's International Resource Panel, as 
much as half of global greenhouse gas emissions result from the extraction and processing of 
materials, fuels, and food.® 

Thus, reusing materials from projects provides environmental benefits by reducing the need to 
extract and consume virgin resources for the production of materials. Items like doors, hardware, 
appliances, glass, and fixtures can be salvaged for use on other projects. Scrap wood can be 
chipped on site and used as groundcover. Brick, concrete, and masonry can also be reused on-site 

'' University of Michigan Center for Sustainable Systems, "U.S. Material Use Factsheet," 2021, 1, accessed May 26, 
2023, https /ycss.umich.edu/sites/default/files/u s %20rnaterial%20use css05-18 e2021.Ddf 
^ United Nations International Resource Panel, "Global Resources Outlook 2019," 2019, 27, accessed May 26, 2023, 
htlDS.//www.resourcepanel.ora^reporls/alobal-resources-outlook. 
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as fill, subbase material, or driveway beddingd°ln addition, recycling C&D debris can save money 
for those undertaking construction projects; by reusing or selling C&D debris, they can avoid or 
offset waste hauling fees on the debris created by their projects. 

Recycling C&D debris also helps conserve landfill space and reduces the environmental impacts 
associated with landfill reliance. The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (lEPA) reported that, 
as of January 1, 2022, landfills in the Chicago Metropolitan Area had the capacity to receive waste 
for approximately eight more years. As shown in Figure 3, the Chicago metropolitan area has the 
shortest landfill life expectancy of lEPA's seven Illinois regions.^'' 

FIGURE 3: The Chicago metropolitan region's landfills are projected to fill in under ten years 

Region Number Geographic Area Number of 
Landfills 

Projected Life Expectancy as 
of January 1, 2022 (Years) 

1 Northwestern Illinois 7 21 
2 Chicago Metropolitan 4 8 
3 Peoria/Quad Cities 7 23 
4 East Central Illinois 6 34 
5 West Central Illinois 4 30 
6 St. Louis Metro East 4 14 
7 Southern Illinois 4 51 

Source: lEPA, Illinois Landfill Disposal Capacity Report, 2022 

U.S. landfills are the nation's third-largest source of human-generated methane gas, which harms 
natural habitats and human livelihood.''^ Specific harmful impacts associated with methane gas 
include, 

• disruption of rural and urban economies; 
• food and water scarcity; 
• the increased spread of waterborne and foodborne disease; and 
• greater risk of injury and death associated with intensifying flooding, heat waves, and fires. 

Worldwide, underprivileged communities feel these harms most acutely, regardless of their overall 
country's level of development."^ Although recycling alone will not stop the harmful effects of 
climate change, it is an essential component of any climate change mitigation strategy. 

B I C&D Debris Recycling Ordinances 
Municipalities across the country have employed regulations requiring recycling of C&D debris 
created on project sites. Some municipalities have gone so far as to study, incentivize, or even 

"'U.S. EPA, "Sustainable Management of Construction and Demolition Materials," accessed May 26, 2023, Littps // 
www.eoa Qov,'smm/sustainable-manaaement-construction-and-demolition-materials. 
"lEPA, "Illinois Landfill Disposal Capacity Report," July 2022, 3, accessed May 29, 2023, hllps // 
epa. Illinois.Qov/content/dam/spi./en/web/eDa/topics/waste-manaaement/landfills/landfill-capacitv/docLiments/landfill-
capacitv-report-2022 pdf^wcmmode-disabled . 

U S. EPA, "Basic Information about Landfill Gas," 2020, accessed May 26, 2023, https Awww.epa.qov/lmop/basic-
information-about-landfill-qas. 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Ctiange, "Climate Change 20 M Synthesis Report," 2015, 64, accessed May 26, 
2023. hllps://www.ipccch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/SYR AR5 FINAL full pdf. 
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require, the deconstruction of buildings—meaning, carefully disassembling rather than demolishing 
them—to maximize the amount of salvageable materials for reuse and recycling. 

• St. Louis is piloting a program to demolish 30 vacant publicly o\wned structures and 
deconstruct 30 comparable structures to compare holistic costs. 

• Hennepin County, Minnesota, pays homeowners and developers who use deconstruction 
techniques two dollars per square foot (up to $5,000) to offset the additional cost and labor. 

• Portland, Oregon, requires deconstructing residential structures instead of demolishing 
them. Between 2016 and 2019, Portland salvaged more than two million pounds of 
materials for reuse from deconstruction. 

Chicago does not have deconstruction incentives. However, the City's Waste Strategy highlights 
deconstruction as an innovative option for the City to consider as a waste management tool.'" 

Chicago's C&D Debris Recycling Ordinance's 
Section 11 -4-1905 of the MCC requires contractors to recycle at least 50% of C&D debris, 
measured by weight, generated by their construction and demolition projects in the City.'" 
Specifically, the MCC identifies the following projects as subject to this requirement: 

• "Construction of a new residential building with four or more units. 
• Construction of a new non-residential building, other than projects for which the total square 

footage is 4,000 square feet or less. 
• Any rehabilitation of a building that will require a certificate of occupancy from the 

Department of Buildings (DOB). 
• Demolition of a residential building with four or more units that includes the demolition of at 

least one outside wall. 
• Demolition of a non-residential building, other than projects for which the total square 

footage is 4,000 square feet or less."'"'' 

Contractors can fulfill the 50% requirement either by recycling or reusing materials on-site, or by 
hauling those materials to a recycling facility. To demonstrate compliance, they must submit to 
CDPH recycling compliance documentation within 30 days after the project completion date.'® 

Contractors who fall short of the required recycling percentage or fail to submit the required forms 
are subject to additional fines. CDPH may also work with DOB to withhold certificates of occupancy 
or building permits from contractors until they come into compliance with the C&D debris recycling 
requirements.'® 

The Delta Institute, "City of Chicago Solid Waste Strategy Peer City Profiles." July 2021.4 -7, accessed May 26, 
2023, httos'/'/wyw.Chicago.qov/content/darn/citv/prcqs/env/Chicaao-Waste-Strateav/Peer-Citv-Analvsis-Rnport-
7.12.21.pdf. 

In 2021. the City enacted legislation creating the "Department of Public Health" and assigning it most of the duties 
previously assigned to the "Board of Health," and changed the title "Commissioner of Health" to "Commissioner of the 
Department of Public Health." 

"Contractors" refer to general contractors as defined by MCC § 4-36-010 and include anyone engaged in a demolition 
or wrecking of a structure requiring permits under MCC § 14A-4-401 or 14-A-4-407. 
"MCC § 11-4-1905 (3) 

Appendix A contains an example of this recycling compliance documentation. 
MCC § 11-4-1905(4) 
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III I Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

AI Objectives 
The objectives of the audit were to determine whether, 

• CDPH engaged in oversight activities, such as reviewing contractor affidavits or sending 
enforcement letters, to ensure that contractors comply with the C&D debris recycling 
requirements in MCC § 11-4-1905; and 

• the City uses the construction/demolition debris management fund as outlined in MCC §11-
4-1962. 

B I Scope 
This audit fooused on CDPH's responsibility to ensure that contractors are meeting the C&D debris 
recycling requirements of MCC § 11-4-1905. The audit also assessed whether the City has utilized 
the construction/demolition debris management fund established by MCC § 11-4-1962. The audit 
did not assess the certification or oversight of C&D waste recycling facilities, or the permitting 
process involved in C&D projects. 

C I Methodology 
To understand the CDPH's C&D debris recycling enforcement process, GIG met with management 
and staff in CDPH's Environmental Permitting & Inspections team. Additionally, GIG reviewed C&D 
debris recycling data and interviewed DGB staff to understand that data. 

To understand the construction/demolition debris management fund, GIG met with CDPH, 
Department of Finance (DGF), and Gffice of Budget Management (GBM) staff. GIG interviewed 
CDPH staff to discuss how the department used funds collected through MCC § 11-4-1961. GIG 
interviewed staff at the DGF to understand the collection codes that correspond to fees collected 
under MCC § 11-4-1961. Additionally, GIG spoke with DGF to understand how to pull financial data 
related to CDPH. GIG interviewed GBM staff to understand how the City tracks funds collected 
through MCC § 11-4-1962. 

To assess whether the City has used the construction/demolition debris management fund, 
required under MCC § 11-4-1962, GIG reviewed monthly revenue collection reports maintained by 
DGF. With help from DGF, GIG identified the relevant collection report codes and reviewed where 
those revenues were deposited. 

D I Standards 
GIG conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. Those standards require that GIG plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for its findings and conclusions based on its 
audit objectives. GIG believes that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for its 
findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives. 
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E I Authority and Role 
The authority to perform this audit is established in the City of Chicago Municipal Code § 2-56-030, 
which states that OIG has the power and duty to review the programs of City government in order 
to identify any inefficiencies, waste, and potential for misconduct, and to promote economy, 
efficiency, effectiveness, and integrity in the administration of City programs and operations. 

The role of OIG is to review City operations and make recommendations for improvement. 

City management is responsible for establishing and maintaining processes to ensure that City 
programs operate economically, efficiently, effectively, and with integrity. 
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IV I Findings and Recommendations 
Finding dSS^n 

recycling requirements. 
CDPH does not actively enforce the C&D debris recycling requirements. It cannot determine the 
extent of contractors' compliance or identify contractors who do not fcllcvi/ the requirements. 
Furthermore, CDPH cannot calculate the C&D debris diversion rate and, thus, cannot include it in 
the Citywide diversion rate.^° 

CDPH does not ensure that contractors recycle at least 50% by weight of the total amount of non-
hazardous C&D debris their projects produce on site. The MCC requires contractors to submit 
documentation within 30 days of project completion. However, CDPH reported to OIG that it does 
not know the full population of projects subject to the requirements and cannot verify that all 
contractors required to submit forms have done so. When a contractor submits the required forms, 
CDPH staff complete a cursory review of the information to confirm that the reported numbers total 
correctly, and that the form states that contractors met the 50% recycling threshold, while entering 
it into a database. Beyond this cursory review, CDPH does not regularly check the accuracy of the 
submitted information and related documentation. 

CDPH has not had any personnel dedicated to C&D debris recycling enforcement since 2018. Prior 
to that time, one employee was responsible for, 

• identifying projects subject to the C&D debris recycling requirements;'^ 
• identifying contractors who had not submitted documentation within the required 30-day 

timeframe;^^ and 
• issuing warnings and citations for non-compliance to contractors. 

CDPH no longer undertakes these tasks. The MCC provides CDPH the additional option of notifying 
DOB of non-compliant contractors, enabling that department to withhold certificates of occupancy 
and building permits until the contractors come into compliance.Despite the availability of this 
option, CDPH stated that it has not identified any non-compliance since 2018. 

The waste diversion rate—the percentage of generated waste that is diverted from landfills by recycling, reuse, 
composting, and other means—is a key performance indicator in any recycling program. Chicago's Citywide diversion 
rate is impacted not only by the lack of C&D debris recycling enforcement, but also the lack of enforcement of 
commercial and high-density residential recycling. City of Chicago Office of Inspector General, "Department of Streets 
and Sanitation Commercial and High-Density Residential Recycling Enforcement Audit," December 2, 2020, 
https//iQchicaao.orq/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/DSS-Commercial-and-HiQh-Densitv-Recvclina-Audit.pdf. 

Such projects were likely identified via reports that pulled data from the DOB data system, but current CDPH staff were 
not familiar with that process. 

Former CDPH staff generated reports from Business Objects to identify non-cornpliant contractors 
Per the Department of Building's website, "A Certificate of Occupancy is issued by the Department of Buildings to 

certify that residential buildings with 4 or more units and larger non-residential buildings conform to the requirements of 
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Because CDPH does not have an active enforcement program, it cannot achieve the original 
purposes of the ordinance to promote the recycling of construction and demolition vjaste. 

Additionally, because CDPH does not collect data \A/hlch \A/ould allovy it to report on contractors' 
performance in recycling C&D debris materials, CDPH cannot calculate C&D debris recycling 
amounts that v\/ould inform the City's waste diversion rate.^'' That rate serves as a key metric in 
efforts to improve the City's waste management under its Waste Strategy. 

Regarding C&D debris recycling, the Waste Strategy specifically identified policy review and 
exploration as short-term priorities for 2021 and 2022. It stated that the City would assess C&D 
Recycling Ordinance compliance and identify opportunities to increase contractor education. The 
Waste Strategy also noted the opportunity for the City to create a strategy for on-site reuse of C&D 
debris, and stated that the City would seek to adjust the ordinance to establish targeted material 
types and parameters for reuse. Finally, the Waste Strategy acknowledged that not all contractors 
had provided the required reports and, thus, "it is impossible to identify the total volume of C&D 
waste generation." 

Recommendations 
1. CDPH, in consultation with DOB, should develop a process to identify the population of 

projects subject to the MCC's C&D debris recycling requirements. 
2. CDPH should document and implement procedures to ensure that contractors submit 

required recycling compliance documentation within 30 days of project completion. 
3. CDPH should document and implement standardized procedures to review contractors' 

documentation and ensure that each contractor recycles at least 50% of C&D debris. 
4. CDPH should develop and implement enforcement procedures, which may include warning 

contractors of non-compliance, issuing citations to non-compliant contractors, and, when 
appropriate, working with DOB to withhold relevant certificates of occupancy and/or 
building permits. 

5. CDPH should develop procedures to calculate the C&D debris diversion rate and work with 
the chief sustainability officer to incorporate it into the calculation of the Citywide diversion 
rate. 

6. CDPH should implement a process to periodically train contractors on the C&D debris 
recycling requirements, thus increasing contractor education as prioritized in the Waste 
Strategy; and 

7. CDPH should work with the chief sustainability officer to develop procedures incentivizing or 
further requiring contractors to reuse materials by specifying materials and parameters, as 
prioritized in the Waste Strategy. 

the Chicago Building Code." City of Chicago Department of Buildings, "Certificates of Occupancy." accessed May 26, 
2023, https //www.chicago gov/citv/en/depts/bldcis/supp info/certificate-of-occupancv.html. 

The Department of Streets and Sanitation is responsible for the enforcement of ordinances related to residential and 
commercial recycling. CDPH is responsible for enforcement of the ordinance related to construction and demolition 
debris recycling. The chief sustainability officer, per MCC § 2-31-0'10, has the responsibility "to develop policies and plans 
for waste reduction, diversion, and improved recycling policies and programs throughout the City [. .]." 
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Management Response's 
1. "CDPH is working with DOB and AIS to develop a new process to identify the population of 

projects subject to the MCC's C&D debris recycling requirements. The information needed 
to extract construction, renovation and demolition projects subject to the MCC C&D debris 
recycling requirements is no longer available In DOB's permitting management system 
(Hansen 7). Once Hansen 7 has been upgraded such that integration with CDPH's 
permitting system (Hansen 11) is possible, anticipated In 2026, CDPH, DOB and AIS will 
develop the necessary query statements and filters to accurately pull the construction, 
renovation and demolition projects subject to the MCC. 

"In the meantime, CDPH was already in the process of procuring a web-based waste 
management tracking software solution, using American Recovery Plan dollars that were 
designated to enhance environmental data collection and analysis. CDPH has initiated the 
procurement process for this software solution and is currently establishing requirements 
with the vendor. All contractor contact Information associated with projects permitted by the 
building department as new construction, renovation, and demolition will be extracted from 
Hansen 7 and uploaded to the web-based waste management tracking system. The 
contractors will be automatically contacted by the tracking system and will go through a 
short, online screening questionnaire. This screening mechanism will allow CDPH to identify 
the population of projects subject to the MCC's C&D debris recycling requirements until 
such time that DOB and CDPH's permitting systems are integrated. 

"The timeline for implementation of this identification process is dependent upon the time 
for: (1) CDPH to purchase the software through the City of Chicago IT procurement 
process: (2) the vendor to develop the needed customization of the software for the 
screening component; and (3) AIS and CDPH to establish an automated process to send 
data extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste management tracking system." 

2. "Due to limited staffing and increased responsibilities in areas that more directly affect 
human health, over the last five years the Department has focused more on other aspects 
of our environmental permitting and enforcement efforts. 

"CDPH will document and Implement procedures and a new system to ensure that 
contractors submit their required recycling compiiance documentation within 30 days of 
project completion as soon as the aforementioned web-based waste management tracking 
software solution is operational. 

"This solution wiil notify contractors once their building permit is issued and instruct them to 
answer screening questions which will determine if the project is subject to the recyciing 
compliance reporting requirements. The contractors will proceed to submit the required 
recycling compliance documentation via the web-based waste management tracking 
software if the project requires compliance reporting. This software will also send reminders 
to contractors when any submission deadline is approaching, as well as notify CDPH of 
those contractors who are out of compliance to trigger appropriate enforcement. 

Tlie entire CDPH management response is attached as Appendix B 
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"CDPH will update all written procedures and guidelines related to C&D debris recycling 
when the web-based waste tracking system Is operational. Additionally, CDPH will update 
the rules underlying the ordinance to reflect this change In how recycling documentation Is 
to be submitted by contractors. 

"The timeline for Implementation of procedures to ensure that contractors submit required 
recycling compliance documentation within 30 days of project completion Is dependent 
upon the time for: (1) CDPH to purchase the software through the City of Chicago IT 
procurement process; (2) the vendor to develop the needed customization of the software 
for the screening component; and (3) AIS and CDPH to establish an automated process to 
send data extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste management tracking system." 

3. "CDPH currently reviews all Incoming contractors' documentation to ensure that each 
contractor has reported recycling at least 50% of the generated C&D debris. This Is 
currently a paper-based system. Due to limited staffing over the past five years and the 
need to prioritize permitting and enforcement activities that more directly Impact human 
health, we were only able to review documentation from contractors who self-reported this 
data. 

"Once CDPH's web-based waste management tracking system Is operational, CDPH will be 
flagged automatically when a contractor Is out of compliance with the 50% recycling 
requirement. CDPH will update all written procedures and guidelines related to C&D debris 
recycling at that time. 

'Additionally, CDPH's new web-based waste management system will require contractors 
to enter their recycled and reused debris by weight and upload the supporting load tickets. 
CDPH will then Implement standardized auditing procedures to verify that the reported data 
IS consistent with the load tickets. CDPH will seek clarification from contractors whose 
projects are Identified In this step as having discrepancies, such as data entry errors, IT 
problems, etc.,) and take enforcement action/Issue warnings where violations are found. 

"The ability to fully Implement our standardized review and auditing procedures to review all 
contractors subject to the C&D debris recycling requirement documentation and ensure 
that all contractors recycle at least 50% of C&D debris Is dependent upon the time for: (1) 
CDPH to purchase the software through the City of Chicago IT procurement process; (2) 
the vendor to develop the needed customization of the software for the screening 
component; and (3) AIS and CDPH to establish an automated process to send data 
extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste management tracking system." 

4. "CDPH already has enforcement procedures In place for contractors that submit the 
required recycling documentation. If the Environmental Engineer III who Is currently 
reviewing the Incoming documentation identifies a contractor who self-reports that they did 
not meet their 50% recycling requirement, a notice of violation Is Issued. Due to limited 
staffing over the past five years and the need to prioritize permitting and enforcement 
activities that more directly Impact human health, we are only able to Implement 
enforcement actions to those contractors who submit documentation to CDPH for review. 
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"Until CDPH's web-based waste management tracking system is operational, we will 
continue to manually review the Incoming paper-based recycling documentation submitted 
by contractors for compliance and issue warnings, notices-of violation and/or work with 
DOB to withhold relevant certificates of occupancy and/or future building permits. 

"Once CDPH's web-based waste management tracking system Is operational, CDPH will be 
flagged automatically If a contractor is out of compliance with the 50% recycling 
requirement and will issue warnings, notices of violation and/or work with DOB to withhold 
relevant certificates of occupancy and/or future building permits. CDPH will be updating all 
written procedures and guidelines related to C&D debris recycling when the web-based 
waste tracking system Is operational. 

"The ability to fully Implement enforcement activities for all contractors who are not recyoling 
at least 50% of C&D debris is dependent upon the time for: (1) CDPH to purchase the 
software through the City of Chicago IT procurement process; (2) the vendor to develop the 
needed customization of the software for the screening component; and (3) AIS and CDPH 
to establish an automated process to send data extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based 
waste management tracking system." 

5. "Due to limited staffing and increased responsibilities in areas that more directly affect 
human health, CDPH has not recently calculated diversion rates on a regular basis. 

"CDPH's forthcoming web-based waste management tracking system has built In 
dashboards that calculate diversion rates automatically as contractors Input their recyoling 
documentation Into the system. CDPH will work with the Chief Sustainability Officer (CSO) 
to ensure the standard caloulation(s) meet the City's needs, and if not, work with the 
software vendor to customize diversion rate(s) as needed. CDPH will Include diversion rate 
calculation procedures and guidelines in our overall C&D debris recycling procedure and 
guidelines when the web-based waste tracking system is operational. 

"The ability to calculate diversion rates Is dependent upon the time for; (1) CDPH to 
purchase the software through the City of Chicago IT procurement process; (2) the vendor 
to develop the needed customization of the software for the screening component and 
diversion rates, if needed by the CSO; and (3) AIS and CDPH to establish a process to send 
data extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste management tracking system." 

6. "Currently, CDPH has a training presentation on C&D debris recycling on our website for 
contractors to reference. When the C&D debris recycling ordinance was updated in 2007, 
CDPH conducted training sessions for contractors. Due to limited staffing in the past five 
years and the prioritization of permitting and enforcement activities that more directly 
impact human health, CDPH has not recently hosted training sessions for construction 
contractors. 

"CDPH will work with our web-based waste management tracking system software vendor 
to develop and conduct online training tutorials and materials for oontractors that will cover 
C&D debris recycling requirements as well as the new system for submitting recycling 
documentation. Training and materials will be available when the new waste management 
system is released for use. 
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"The ability to train contractors on the new waste tracking system is dependent upon the 
time for: (1) CDPH to purchase the software through the City of Chicago IT procurement 
process: (2) the vendor to develop the needed customization of the software for the 
screening component, training tutorials and materials; and (3) AIS and CDPH to establish 
an automated process to send data extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste 
management tracking system." 

7. "CDPH will work with the Chief Sustainability Officer to explore operational procedures to 
incentivize recycling and reuse of materials, and additional requirements such as 
deconstruction." 
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cr6at0§Miej 
lOnstruCtipn/demolition; deb : 
management funS^^pped^b^^l^ 
Between January 1, 2017, and July 1, 2021, the City collected C&D debris fees of nearly $1.2 
million. It did not, however, deposit the fees into a dedicated construction/demolition debris 
management fund, as required by ordinance. MCC § 11-4-1961 imposes a fee on the generation of 
construction or demolition debris. MCC § 11-4-1962 requires a construction/demolition debris 
management fund which is "constituted from the fees and fines collected [...]." Section 11-4-1962 
states that, 

The fund is to be utilized for the regulation of construction or demolition debris, which may 
include monitoring, planning, inspecting, technical assistance, and enforcing rules, 
regulations and ordinances related to the management, transportation, disposal, recycling 
and characterization of C&D debris. 

Rather than depositing the relevant funds into a dedicated fund, the City deposited them into its 
general operating fund, the Corporate Fund. In the absence of a dedicated fund, the City does not 
have a mechanism to ensure it spends these specific funds to regulate C&D debris. The City is, as 
a result, both out of compliance with its legal obligations and limited in its ability to appropriately 
meet C&D recycling objectives. 

Recommendations 
1. CDPH should work with other relevant departments to develop and implement procedures 

to ensure that fees collected from the generation of C&D debris and fines collected for 
noncompliance are deposited into the required dedicated construction/demolition debris 
management fund, and that the fund is used to regulate C&D debris. 

Management Response 
1. "CDPH will work with the relevant City departments to develop and implement procedures 

for fees collected from the generation of C&D debris and fines collected for noncompliance 
to be deposited into the required dedicated construction/demolition debris management 
fund that can then be used to support dedicating staffing and sustain the usage of a web-
based waste management tracking software solution." 
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V Conclusion 
OIG concluded that CDPH does not ensure that contractors comply with C&D debris recycling 
requirements. CDPH cannot determine the extent of contractors' compliance or identify contractors 
who do not follow the requirements. Nor can CDPH calculate the C&D debris recycling rate for 
inclusion in a Citywide diversion rate. Additionally, the City does not meet the MCC requirements 
related to expenditures from the construction/demolition debris management fund. The City, 
therefore, cannot determine whether it used the $1,192,550.21 collected between January 1, 
2017, and July 1, 2021, in a manner that complies with the MCC. 
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Appendix A | Recycling Compliance 
Documentation 
The following Is an example of the recycling compliance documentation that contractors must 
submit to CDPH. Identifying information is redacted. 

en V or c:rriCA<;o 
(•ON.s:iiu;ci'iON AND ni? Mot,iTi()NU)idtRis i.oti A.VD 

' \VA.STK lIAULItR/ltEl IYri.F.U Al'KI!).-

J lauict/Rrcycler N.imc/ 

Liconsc/Pcriiiil'NiiinlxT 

'I'lrlpphonc Number 

^UlTY OF ClUCAGO, 
irdlAitTMl-Ni OF FUPLM: JiriAi-ftr. 

AND iNSi'VicTU/ftS 

•Uttulr.i/Kecycler Sirccl ; 

City -StfilC;' Zip(^Ric 

Consiruction/DeitudilKni jobsito address 

CoH'siruclioiL'Dcmolitioii job number 

lioxy, 
C&I> l)cl)ris 
Accepte'il 

Kxaniple: 
O.V27/t>6 

Example: 
123: 

Kxanipk-: 
Concrete A n.splialt' 

Kxainpic:.. 
Any Kccycling Tacility 

Kxamplc: 
56.30 tons 

9hKLn //A/2^/7/3/^ /lO. ^'/C 

?Uh /IM93 Ardk kna J ̂ uM>// A/ 
WA/so 30/ A / . .. /7. 73 
kdJso /U/2L A,/J:. TkJiLiM// /A-Jf 
W'-k /U/9i7 //: /Z 
9jdJr90 miad- 'dir.! %k/ lAuiur/f //d. (J 

( Vtliuh additional sheets if nc<< ssary. then si|»n !)eU»w.) lolal: 

Ji.iiL-bv ciM'ifv r>en:div ol^riuiy. {hat ihe .ibovc Dchris.Loj: ts true and SK-ciirale. 

Mei'.atinc 

Nmno 

'ijso/io 
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CITY OF CraCAGO 
CONSTKUCTION & DEMOLITION DIEBRIS RECYCLING 

COMPUANdEFORM 

This is a D conslniclion nroiect / 

(Hea.se sec the Instructions on page 4.) 

oiect. (Check one.) 

Coniracior 

Telephone 

ConUct Name and Title 

C&P PebriB WeliJit Intormadon 

0 Z1.5Z. 
Tons of all C&D debris produced on site 
(This amouot must match the total on page 2.) minus: 

2) 
Tons of contaminated C&D debris 
(with asbestos or other harnrdous material) equal}: 

3) fX.iT 
Total amount of recyclable C&D debris 
(List this amount on page 3. line "B.") 

Construetinn/Demoliflon Site Information 

. Address 

.Project 

Building/Demolition PermitNumbcr 

Completion Date 

7C.776 CA/O^.. py 
Size of Project (square feet of all floors) 

Project Manager's Name & Telephone Ntimhcr 

Property Owner's Name & Telephone Number 

i Information 

Recycled C&D Debris Tnfoinnatlon 

4) 
Tons of C&D debris recycled/reused off site 
(Completed Waste Hauler/Rccyder 

AfEldavit(s) must be attached to account for 
all debris taken to a rccycler.) plus; n. 

Tons of on-site rcprcices.sed C&D debris used on 
site 

(Copy of DOE construction site reprocessing 

authorization must be attached if debris was 
crushed on site.) equals: 

Total amount of recycled/reused C&D debris 
(List this amount on page 3. line "A.") 

NOTE: Pursuant to Section ll-4-]905(4) of the Chicago Muiiidp-sl Code, all contractors arc subject to audit to 
verify compliance. All dociimenlalion that supports this form (such as weight tickets and receipts) mu.sl I>B 
retained for no less than three years from the date that Uiis furai is Itlcd. 
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CITV OF CHICAGO - C&D DEBRIS RECYCLING COMPLIANCE FORM 

Breakdown of all C&D Dcbrh Pfmluct og Site 

C&D Debris Type 
Reused 
{tons)* 

Off Site 
Reused/Recycled 
(tons)* 

PAGE 2 

Off Site 
Disposed 
(tons)* 

Bricks 

Concrete 

Masonry materials (cinder blocks, mortar etc.) 

Rock, stone, gravel 

Soil, dirt 

Sand 

Reclaimed asphalt paveiiient 

Wood 

Ferrous metal (iron, steel etc.) 

Nonferrous metal (copper wiring etc.) 

Plaster 

Gypsum drywall 

Paint 

Plumbina Fixtures and pipiiiR 

Carpet and Pad 

Non-asbestos insulation 

Roofrng shingles & other roof coverings 

Cardboard, paper, packaging 

Plastics 

Glass 

Land.scape debris 

Hazardous materials (please specify): 

Other (plea.se specify): 

ML 

.f.3^ 

/n,X3 

.Subtotals: O <^'^.9,3 y, 6,5" ** 

Total of all C&D debris produced on site (sum of the above 3 columns): ^3..63 

*ir vrelglit measurements are not available, convert volume to weight and retain documenlatton Co support Che 
accuracy of the converted measurcntcnt. 

••Waste HauleiVRccyclcr atlldavita mtist be attached to account for the amount of C&D debris recycled or 
di.spo.scd of olT- site. To account for C&D debris reused on or ofT site, Ihc contractor must provide supporting 
documeiitatinii upon request by the Dept. of Public Health. 
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CITY OF CHICAGO - C&D DEBRIS RECYCLING COMPLIANCE FORM 
PAGES 

CHlculation of Recvcllnt Percentage 

A) 

B) 

C) 

Total amount of Recycled/Reused C&D debris . 
page 1) 

Total amount of Recyclable C&D debris 
(from line3, page I) 

tons (from litre 6, 

^i^tons 

If Line B is zero, skip to Contractor Affidavit on page 4. 

Percent of C&D debris Recycled . 
B antl multiply by 100) 

907, peticimt (divide A by' 

Esamole: 
A. Total amount of Rccycled^uscd C&D debris.... 2.025 tons 
B. Total amount of Recyclable CJffl debris. 5.700 tons 

2,025 4- 5,700 = 0.36 (rounded to the nearest hundredth) 
0.36 X 100 = 36 

C. Percent of C&D debris Recycled. 36 percent 

P) 

F) 

percent 

If Line C Is 50% or greater, skip to Contractor AIRdavit on page 4; if not, go to Line E. 

Percent required to be recycled (for 2007) 50 percent E) LineD 

(50) minus line C (if less than 50) 

Multiply line H by; 

$1,000 - if project space is 10,000 square feet or mote 

$500 - if project space is less than 10,000 square feet 

Total penalty dollars 

If a penalty is owed, make payment to: City of Chicago Department of Finance 
(City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle, Room 107A) 

**.Staple original receipt here; 
(Please keep a copy for your records.) 

For Department of Finance use only; 

Funds Code; EB58 100-72-3035-2713 Ordinance 11-4-I90S Penalties 
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CITY or CHICAGO-C&I>»EB»K RKCyCLING COMPLIANCE FORM 
PAGE' 4 

EltcHon Form f ""tractor AflldavU 

Select one option, tlicn sign the affidavit below before a Notary Public. 

I have complied with the recycling requirements set forth in Section 11-4-1905 of The Chicago Environmental 
Protection and Control Ordinance; and aU the information provided herein and attached hereto is correct. 

Or 

O I have paid the penalty calculated on page 3; all the informau'on providctf herein and atmchcd hereto is correct; 
and I will not contest this penalty. 

Or 

• I have completed this form in full; all the information provided htnein and attached hereto is correct; and 1 
hereby request a hearing on the applicability of Sectipn 11-4-1905 and/or the amount of penajty due. (You will 

• • |f mail, specifying the date, time, and location of the hearing). 

Notary 

»»»*•»»»*•»*»*• 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1) Complete this 4-pagc compliance form and sign before a Notary Public. 
2) Attach one or more signed and notariaed Wasus Haulcr/Recyclcr Affidavits. 
3) Attach a Construction Site Rcproces-sing Authorization letter from the Department of Public Health, if 

applicable. 
4) Attach a receipt from the Department of Finance, if a penalty was paid. 
5) Return forms to the environment desk at DOB, Room 906, City Hall, 121 N. LiiSalle Street, witliin 30 days 

from project completion or email forms to t 

If you have any questions about tliis form, please call 312-745-7206. 
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Appendix B | Complete Management 
Response 

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 
City of Chicago 

Oelxjrflh Wtuburg 
Insoector Generoi 

7AQ U. Sedgwick Street. Siiite J.iXJ 
Chicago, niinni^ 60654 

lei^phone: (773) 475-7753 
Fac (773) 473-2545 

Management Response'Forni ; 

Project Title 

Department Name 

Department Head 

CPPH Constri.iftlon and Demolition Oehris Recycling 

Chicago Department of Public Health 

Dr. Allison Arwadv 

Project Nurnl)er: 20-1562 

Date: 5/26/2023 

Recommendatleh'V 

1. COPH, in consultation with DOB, 
should develop a process to 
identify the population of projects 
subject to the MCC's C&D debris 
recycling requirements. 

Agree/ 
Dlsegree 

Agree 

' Depertmienfs Propwod'Acttep;;^^ : 

CDPH is working with DOB and AIS to develop a new 
process to identify the population of projects subject 
to the MCC's C&D debris recycling requirements. The 
information needed to CKtiact construction, 
renovation and demolition projects subject to the 
MCC C&D debris recycling requirements is no longcfr 
available in DOB's permitting management system 
(Hansen 7). Once Hansen 7 has been upgraded such 
that integration with CDPM's permitting system 
(Hansen 11) is possible, anticipated in 2026, CDPH, 
DOB and AIS will develop the necessary query 
statements and filters to accurately pull the 
construction, renovation and demolition projects 
subject to the MCC. 

^ bnplerMntnlon 
'. T«r^ R«sporuibl«: 

December CDPH, 
2024, based AIS, DOB 
on estimated 
roll-out of 
web-based 
waste 
management 
tracking 
system 

Page J of 9 
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OIG Rocomni»ndation 
Afw./.. 

Disagree 
' Dopartment's Proposed Action. 

In the meantime, CDPH was already in the process of 
procuring a web-based waste management tracking 
software solution, using American Recovery Plan 
dollars that were designated to enhance 
environmental data collection and analysis. CDPH has 
initiated the procurement process for this software 
solution and Is currently establishing requirements 
with the vendor. Ail contractor contact information 
associated with projects permitted by the building 
department as new construction, renovation, and 
demolition will be extracted from Hansen 7 and 
uploaded to the web-based waste management 
tracking system. The contractors will be automatically 
contacted by the tracking system and will go through 
a short, online screening questionnaire. This screening 
mechanism will allow CDPH to identify the population 
of projects subject to the MCCs C&D debris recycling 
requirements until such time that DOB and CDPH's 
permitting systems are integrated. 

The timeline for implementation of this identification 
process is dependent upon the time for: (1) CDPH to 
purchase the software through the City of Chicago IT 
procurement process, (2) the vendor to develop the 
needed customization of the software for the 
screening component; and (3) AIS and CDPH to 
establish an automated process to send data 
extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste 
management tracking system. 

lRipt*m*Rtatlbn 
Tarc'tttDate 

Porje 2 of 9 

Party 
Rasponslbl* 
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OfG Recomtnchdatbn'' 

CDPH should document and 
implement procedures to ensure 
that contractors submit required 
recycling compliance 
documentation within 30 days of 
project completion. 

Dtsagr9« 

Agree 

Department's Proposed Action 

Due to limited staffing and increased responsibilities 
in areas that more directly affect human health, over 
the last five years the Departmetn has focused more 
on other aspects of our environmental permitting and 
enforcement efforts. 

CDPM will document and implement procedures and a 
new system to ensure that contractors submit their 
lequired recycling compliance documentation within 
30 days of project completion as soon as the 
aforementioned web-based waste management 
tracking software solution is operational. 

This solution will notify contractors once their building 
permit is issued and instruct them to answer 
screening t]ueslions which will determine if the 
project is subject to the recycling compliance 
reporting requirements. The contractors will proceed 
to submit the required recycling compliance 
documentation via the web-based waste management 
tracking software if the project requires compliance 
reporting. This software will also send reminders to 
contractors when any submission deadline is 
approaching, as well as notify CDPH of those 
contractors who are out of compliance to trigger 
appropriate enforcement. 

CDPH will update all written procedures and 
guidelines related to C&D debris recycling when the 
web-based waste tracking system is operational. 

IniplarTWfrtstloh' 
. . Targ«t D«U x 

December 
2024, based 
on estimated 
roll-out of 
web-based 
waste 
management 
tracking 
system 

Party 
Rot^nsiblo 

CDPH. AIS 

Page 3 of 9 
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OIG Rocommendstbnv ' 

3. CDPH should document and 

implement standardized 

procedures to review contractors' 

documentation and ensure that 

each contractor recycles at least 

50% of C&D debris. 

Diufree 

Agree 

Department's P 

Additionally, CDPH will update the rules underlying 

the ordinance to reflect this change in how recycling 

documentation is to be submitted by contractors. 

The timeline for implementation of procedures to 

ensure that contractors submit required recycling 

compliance documentation within 30 days of project 

completion is dependent upon the time for: (1) CDPH 

to purchase the software through the City of Chicago 

IT procurement process; (2) the vendor to develop the 

needed customization of the software for the 

screening component: and (3) AIS and CDPH to 

establish an automated process to send data 

extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste 

management tracking system. 

CDPH currently reviews all incoming contractors' 

documentation to ensure that each contractor has 

reported recycling at least 50% of the generated C&D 

debris. This is currently a paper-based system. Due to 

limited staffing over the past five years and the need 

to prioritize permitting and enforcement activities 

that more directly impact human health, we were only 

able to review documentation from contractors who 

self-reported this data 

Once CDPH's web-based waste management tracking 

system is oporational, CDPH will be flagged 

automatically when a contractor is out of compliance 

with the 50% recycling requirement. CDPH will update 

ail written procedures and guidelines related to C&D 

debris recycling at that time. 

lmpl«rMnt*t>en 
Target Date 

December 

2024, based 

on estimated 

roll-out of 

web-based 

waste 
management 

tracking 

system 

Party 
Reiponsibla 

CDPH, AIS 
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OIG Rtfcommondation 

4. CDPH should develop and 
Implement enforcement 
procedures, which may include 
warning contractors of non-
compliance, issuing citations to 

Aff»e/ 
D»afr«« 

Agree 

Departmental Proposed Actkmi'. 

Additionally, CDPH's new web-based waste 
management system will require contractors to enter 
their recycled and reused debris by weight and upload 
the supporting load tickets. COPM will then implement 
staridardi^ed auditing prorcdures to verify that the 
reported data is consistent with the load tickets. CDPH 
will seek clarification from contractors whose projects 
are identified in this step as having discrepancies, such 
as data entry errors, If problems, etc.,) and take 
enforcement action/issue warnings where violations 
are found. 

The ability to fully implement our standardized review 
and auditing procedures to review all contractors 
subject to the C&D debris recycling requirement 
documentation and ensure that all contractors recycle 

at least 50% of C&D debris is dependent upon the 
time for; (1) CDPH to purchase the software through 
the City of Chicago IT procurement process; (2) the 
vendor to develop the needed customization of the 
software for the screening component, and (3) AIS 
and CDPH to establish an automated process to send 
data extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste 
management tracking system. 
CDPH already has enforcement procedures in place 
for contractors that submit the required recycling 
documentation. If the Environmental Engineer III who 
is currently reviewing the incoming documentation 
Identifies a contractor who self-reports that they did 

Inipla^ntatlor 
Target Date 

December 
2024.based 
on estimated 
roll-out of 
web-based 

Party 
Respomible 

CDPH, AIS 
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OfG Rocomfn«ndatian 

non-compliant contractors, and, 

when appropriate, working with 

DOB to withhold relevant 

certificates of occupancy and/or 

building permits. 

Aghie/ 
Oisafr«« 

. Depiartmenft Proposkd Action' 

not meet their 50% recycling requirement, a notice of 

violation is issued. Due to limited staffing over the 

past five years and the need to prioritize permitting 

and enforcement activrties that more directly impact 

human health, we are only able to Implement 

enforcement actions to those contractors who submit 

documentation to CDPH for review. 

Until COPH's web-based waste riiaridgeinent tracking 

system is operational, we will continue to manually 

review the incoming paper-based recycling 

documentation submitted by contractors for 

compliance and issue warnings, notices of violation 

and/or work with DOB to withhold relevant 

certificates of occupancy and/or future building 

permits. 

Once CDPH's web-based waste management tracking 

system is operatiorial, CDPH will be flagged 

automatically if a contractor is out of compliance with 

the 50% recycling requirement and will issue 

warnings, notices of violation and/or work with DOB 

to withhold relevant certificates of occupancy and/or 

future building permits. CDPH will be updating all 

written procedures and guidelines related to C&D 

debris recycling when the web-based waste tracking 
system is operational. 

The ability to fully implement enforcement activities 

for all contractors who are not recycling at least 50% 

of C&D debris is dependent upon the lime for; (1) 

lmpl«ii>*ntatiofi 
Targot Date' 

waste 

management 

tracking 

system 

Party 
Rmponsibl 
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; OIG Rocommcndatbn 

5. COPH should develop procedures 

to calculate the C&D debris 

diversion rate and work with the 

chief sustainability officer to 

incorporate it into the calculation 

of the Citywide diversion rate. 

Afr»./ 
Disagr** 

Agree 

Oepartmont's Proposal Action. 

CDPH to purchase the software through the City of 

Chicago IT procurement process; (2) the vendor to 

develop the needed customization of the software for 

the screening component; and (3) AIS and CDPH to 

establish an automated process to send data 

extracted from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste 

management tracking system. 

Due to limited staffing and increased responsibilities 

in areas that more directly affect human health, CDPH 

has not recently calculated diversion rates on a 

regular basis. 

CDPH's forthcoming web-based waste management 

tracking system has built in dashboards that calculate 

diversion rates automatically as contractors input 

their recycling documentation into the system. CDPH 
will work with the Chief Sustainability Officer (CSO) to 

ensure the standard calculatlonfs) meet the City's 

needs, and if not, work with the software vendor to 

customize diversion ratc(s) as needed. CDPH will 

include diversion rate calculation procedures and 

guidelines in our overall C&D debris recycling 

procedure and guidelines when the web-based waste 

tracking system is operational 

The ability to calculate diversion rates is dependent 

upon the time for. (1) CDPH to purchase the software 

through the City of Chicago IT procurement process; 

(2) the vendor to develop the needed customization 

of the software for the screening component and 

lmpl«m«rrtatlon' 
Tarcot Dat* 

December 

2024, based 

on estimated 

roll-out of 

web-based 

waste 

management 

tracking 

system 

Party 
Rttiponsible 

CDPH, 

AiS, CSO 
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' OIG Rocommendatbn 

CDPH should Implement a process 
to periodically train contractors on 
the C&D debits recycling 
requirements, thus increasing 
contractor education as prioritized 
in the Waste Strategy. 

Acrpa/ 
OHagr«« 

Agree 

Depaitmon^s Proposed Action 

diversion rates, if needed by the CSO; and (3) AI5 and 
CDPH to establish a process to send data extracted 
from Hansen 7 to the web-based waste management 
tracking system. 

Currently. CDPH has a training presentation on C&D 
debris recycling on our website for contractors to 
reference. When the C&D debris recycling ordinance 
was updated in 2007, CDPH conducted training 
sessions for contractors. Due to limited staffing in the 
past Five years and the prioritization of permitting and 
enforcement activities that more directly Impact 
human health. CDPH has not recently hosted training 
sessions for construction contractors. 

CDPH will work with our web-based waste 
management tracking system software vendor to 
develop and conduct online training tutorials and 
materials for contractors that will cover C&D debris 
recycling requirements as well as the new system for 
submitting recycling documentation. Training and 
materials will be available when the new waste 
management system Is released for use. 

The ability to train contractors on the new waste 
tracking system is dependent upon the time for: (1) 
CDPH to purchase the software through the City of 
Chicago IT procurement process; (2) the vendor to 
develop the needed customization of the software for 
the screening component, training tutorials and 
materials; and (3) AIS and CDPH to establish an 

lmplam*nt0tlon 
Target Date 

December 
2024, based 
on estimated 
roll-out of 
web-based 
waste 
management 
tracking 
system 

. Party 
Resfwmible 

CDPH, AIS 
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OiG Rocomraondatnn -
Disiigrt* 

Oopartmonfs Pfoposod Action 
ImplorrMntatlon^ 

TarsotDate . ^Rosponiibl« 

automated process to send data extracted from 
Hansen 7 to the web-based waste management 
tracking system. 

7. CDPH should work with the chief 
sustainabillty officer to develop 
proceduies Incentivizing or further 
requiring contractors to reuse 
materials by specifying materials 
and parameters, as prioritized in 
the Waste Strategy. 

Agree CDPH will work with the Chief Sustainabilily Officer to 
explore operational procedures to incentivize 
lecyciingand reuse of materials, and additional 
requirements such as deconstruction 

December 
2024 

CDPH, 
CSO 

1. CDPH should work with other 
relevant departments to develop 
and implement procedures to 
ensure that fees collected from the 
generation of C&D debris and fines 
collected for noncompliance are 
deposited into the required 

dedicated construction/demolition 

debris management fund, and that 
the fund is used to regulate C&D 
debris. 

Agree CDPH will work with the relevant City departments to 
develop and implement procedures for fees collected 
from the generation of C&D debris and fines collected 
for noncompliance to be deposited Into the required 
dedicated construction/demolition debris 
management fund that can then be used to support 
dedicating staffing and sustain the usage of a web-
based waste management tracking software solution. 

January 2025 CDPH, 
OBM, 
DOF 
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